THE HOGUE KNIVES EX-T01 TOMAHAWK
Henderson, NV – Hogue Inc., producers of a full line of
made in the USA knives, upped the ante by adding a
very unique tomahawk to their offerings. “We
challenged Hogue Knives’ renowned designer Allen
Elishewitz to envision a tomahawk unrivaled in a
competitive market. The result is a dynamic design that
stops everyone in their tracks when it is seen,” claims
Hogue co-owner and master toolmaker, Jim Bruhns.
The EX-T01 is a versatile ﬁeld tool designed to ﬁt a
variety of sporting or tactical roles. Built from sturdy ﬂat
ground .25” S7 tool steel that has been cryogenically
heat treated to 54-56 RC, the blade is coated with a
black Cerakote™ ﬁnish then hand sharpened and honed
to a keen edge. The head of the tomahawk has been
skeletonized allowing it to be extremely light-weight and
agile. Its extended heel and toe are perfect for
penetrating cuts and hooking while the blade’s bellied
shape covers slashing and chopping.
The tomahawk‘s handle has a partial tang set into
durable, highly textured G10. The end is pointed for use
as an impact tool and is ﬂared so the EX-T01 won’t slip
out of the hand during use. Amazingly balanced, the
tomahawk weighs in at a mere 0.95 lbs.

features magnetic catches and a raised section that
matches the proﬁle of the tomahawk, securing the
EX-T01 in its proper position. Once magnetically
placed, a lever lock can be manually engaged for safe
carry. Although locked in tight, the system allows for
rapid deployment.
The EX-T01 is available in four different G10 colors,
black, ﬂat dark Earth, OD green and G-Mascus® blue
lava and has an MSRP of $299.95. It is also
customizable with accessories that attach on the
backside of the head. The attachments are available
individually for $69.95 and include a hammer, pry bar or
spike. The EX-T01 also includes a blade safety guard
and a form-ﬁtted zipper storage case.
The entire line of Hogue Knives are made in America in
Hogue family-owned facilities. Hogue Incorporated
supports local dealers and encourages customers to
purchase Hogue products locally. For more information
please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747 or visit
www.hogueknives.com to ﬁnd a Hogue Knives dealer
near you.

Such a ﬁne ﬁeld tool demands an equally impressive
mode of carry. “We are very happy with the sheath that
Allen came up with,” said Bruhns. The G10 sheath
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EX-T01

TOMAHAWK
MAGNETIC G10 SHEATH

.250” S7 Tool Steel
with Cerakote® Finish
Cryogenically Treated
to 54-56 RC
Flat Ground
with Hand
Sharpened
and
Honed Edge

Optional
Accessory
Attachments
Available

Includes rubber blade
safety guard

Skeletonized Head
Contributes to
Extreme Light
Weight and Agility

Partial Tang Handle
Set into Durable,
Highly Textured G10.
Available in Four
Colors.

Magnetic catches and a
raised section that matches
the cutout on the Tomahawk
secure the EX-T01 in its proper
position. Once placed, a lever lock
is manually engaged for safe carry.
Although locked in tight, the system
allows for rapid deployment.

Pointed End for Use
as Impact Tool is also
Flared to Prevent
Hand Slippage
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Complete with
Form-Fitted Zipper
Storage Case

Part
Number

Scales

Price

35777

G10 Flat Dark Earth

299.95

35778

G10 OD Green

35779

G10 Solid Black

35773-EXLRSR*

G10 G-Mascus Blue Lava - Tumbled Finish

35781

Hammer Attachment

35782

Spike Attachment

35783

Pry Bar Attachment

* RSR Exclusive. Please check with your local dealer.
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